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Minelab Pro-Find 35 Pinpointer Metal
Detector

PRO-FIND Series pinpointers help you to accurately locate targets inside a
small hole or crevice where a metal detector coil cannot fit. This results in
smaller holes, less environmental disruption and faster target recovery time.

Features:

Ferrous Tone ID: Two different responses help you to identify ferrous junk
from nonferrous treasure. Great to use with non-discriminating detectors.

Waterproof to 3 m (10-ft): Rugged waterproof design ideal for beach and river
pinpointing. The perfect companion for a waterproof detector.

Audio & vibration indication: Audio tones and vibration intensify as the
probe approaches the target making target recovery easier, especially
underwater!

Adjustable sensitivity: Five sensitivity levels allow you to precisely adjust
for maximum depth and minimum noise in all ground conditions. Easily
adjustable with separate +/– buttons.

High visibility – with lost-alarm: The PRO-FIND’s bright yellow handgrip is
clearly visible for easy location, so you won’t leave it behind after you
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dig. Quickly locate your forgotten pinpointer with the handy lost-alarm.

Holster & lanyard included: A lanyard and a tough, semi-rigid holster that
attaches to most belts will keep your PRO-FIND at the ready.

Probe side sensitivity: Probe side detection area (360 degrees) allows
targets to easily be located in the walls of the hole.

Auto power off: To save battery life, the PRO-FIND 35 switches off after
eight minutes of inactivity.

LED flash light: Easily see targets when pinpointing in low light conditions
and in deep holes.

VLF Technology: VLF (Very Low Frequency) is a conventional single frequency
sine wave transmission technology. This reliable design has greater noise
immunity to variable ground conditions.

Detector Interference Free technology: The advanced design of the PRO-FIND 35
removes false signals and noise, commonly associated with other pinpointers.
DIF technology eliminates interference with an operating metal detector, when
it is switched off, by disengaging the coil’s magnetic field.

Specification
Target Identification: Ferrous Tone ID
Sensitivity: Adjustable (5 levels)
Waterproof: Waterproof to 3 m (10-ft)
Audio Indication: On, Off
Vibration indication: Yes
LED flashlight: Yes
Battery: 9V PP3 (included)
Battery life: 30 hours nominal
Length: 237 mm (9.3″)
Weight: 193 g (6.82 oz)
Accessories: Holster, Lanyard

Part# 3226-0003

UPC 811493016405

Minelab Pro-Find 35 Manual

Price: $129.00

SKU: 7280
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The Minelab Pro-Find 35 Pinpointer metal detector, helps you find the target
faster and with less damage to the target.

Includes:
PRO-FIND 35 pinpointer
Holster
Lanyard
9V PP3 battery
Multi-language instructions
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